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ABSTRACT
We propose a workshop on methods and theories for dealing with
complex dynamical systems, and their application in HCI. Such
methods are increasingly relevant across a wide range of disciplines
which focus on human behaviour, applied to understand the role of
context and interactions in the behaviour of individuals and groups,
and how they unfold over time. Traditional approaches to quantify-
ing and modelling behaviour in HCI have tended to focus primarily
on individuals and components. Complexity methods shift the fo-
cus onto interactions between components, and the emergence of
behaviour from complex networks of interactions, as for example
in Enactivist approaches to cognitive science. While we believe that
complexity methods can be highly informative to HCI researchers,
uptake in the community remains low due towidespread unfamiliar-
ity. This one-day workshop will introduce, support, and encourage
the development and adoption of complexity methods within HCI.
Reflecting the multidisciplinary mix within complexity science, we
will draw on examples of complexity-oriented theories and meth-
ods from a range of disciplines, including Control-Theory, Social
Science, and Cognitive Science. Attendees will engage in group
discussions and a Q&A with a panel, and a discussion group will
be set up ahead of time to encourage exploratory conversations. In
this way, diverse backgrounds can be brought together, matched,
and inform one another.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models; Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms; Ubiqui-
tous and mobile computing theory, concepts and paradigms.
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1 BACKGROUND
Recent work in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has suggested
that interaction is often well modelled as a complex system — a
dynamic interaction among elements (humans and technologies) in
which behaviours arise from interactions between these elements,
and the co-evolution of their behaviours [4]. While the framing
in terms of complex systems is relatively new, this focus on inter-
activity as a driver of human behaviour joins a well established
tradition in HCI which has emphasised the “interactivity” in inter-
action. Since at least the 1980s, researchers have emphasised the
way behaviour arises from ongoing adaptation between interacting
elements: human(s) and technology(ies), as well as other humans
and aspects of the environment, with technologies conditioning
humans just as users manipulate technologies [5, 12, 18, 42]. In
particular, a focus on interaction as a complex system re-establishes
the connection between HCI and the enactivist approach to cog-
nitive science [42]. This approach emphasises complex dynamical
formalisms, and the "active, embodied, and embedded" aspects of
cognition [7, 17, 40].

This workshop will investigate the opportunities and challenges
of this new approach to HCI, discussing methodologies, heuristics
and theories for understanding complexity in HCI, grounded in
Complexity Science.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3411763.3441321
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411763.3441321
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Complexity Science is a loosely bounded, multidisciplinary field,
with diverse roots in Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Sci-
ence, and the Social Sciences [22, 30]. It deals, generally, with sys-
tems composed of many interacting elements, where higher-level
system behaviour can be said to “emerge” from the interactions. It is
easiest to illustrate this with a classic example unrelated to technol-
ogy: the example of predators and prey, such as wolves and sheep,
and overall vs individual behaviour in the interaction between their
populations. In this example wolves kill sheep, and so naturally,
over time, the number of wolves will affect the number of sheep.
Equally, since the sheep serve as food for the wolves, the number
of sheep will also affect the survival of the wolves. These effects
occur simultaneously, which is to say that there is a bi-directional
feedback relationship between these populations. Because of this,
fluctuations in populations quickly become complex, and the sys-
tem may not tend towards equilibrium or stabilit. Numbers in the
two populations, over time, may fluctuate wildly.

In systems like this predator-prey example, global system dy-
namics are complex and cannot be predicted from even a detailed
understanding of its isolated components. Instead, the interac-
tions between these components drive “global behaviour that is,
in some sense, disconnected from its origins” [30] — behaviour which
“emerges” from the underlying interactions. Conventional statistical
techniques, with their assumptions of independence and linearity,
can be invalidated by such conditions. Complexity Science provides
a range of techniques for understanding and modelling them.

Researchers in HCI have recently argued that interaction with
technology forms just a complex dynamical system [4]. Here it
is argued that a relationship like that between predator and prey
occurs between human and technology. Users have habits and goals
which drive their behaviour at the technology interface, and result
in changes to the system state. At the same time, system state influ-
ences the user, affecting their goals and behaviours. Altered goals
and behaviours, in turn, affect the use of the interface, which in
turn affects the user, and so forth. Examples of this can be seen in
the relationship between user engagement and smartphone notifi-
cations, where notifications affect engagement, and engagement
affect notifications [4], and between visual analytic-pipelines and
decision-making processes [11]. Again, we see bidirectional and
potentially non-linear, complex, interaction between elements [4].

The explicit framing of this situation in terms of complex systems
is recent, but the problem has long been long acknowledged. Classic
texts from Carroll and Norman describe how bidirectional processes
drive interaction [4], and theories of affordances and situated ac-
tion emphasise the ways in which technology and circumstances
of interaction condition the user, just as the user manipulates the
technology [18]. When discussing such scenarios, researchers have
critiqued the ability of existing quantitative methods to account
for this complexity, turning to other approaches, including "in-the-
wild" studies, and ethnographic methods designed to give thick
descriptions of how intentions and behaviours are moulded in the
complex, situated, dynamics of interaction [34]. However, this still
leaves a lack of fine-grained quantitative methods for observing
complex dynamics in the moment-to-moment, low-level user be-
haviour. This has arguably limited possibilities for directly incor-
porating insights about interactive complexity into system design,
via metrics and adaptive models.

This workshop will bring together researchers from HCI, cog-
nitive science, and other disciplines to discuss understandings of
complexity in HCI, and to explore how methods from complexity
science might augment and extend existing methods and further
our understanding of interaction. In the next section, we outline five
broad themes to guide this discussion. First, we discuss how com-
plexity methods might bear on our understanding of context— ob-
serving and analysing data captured in-the-wild, and allowing us to
quantify adaptation to context. Second, we discuss some ways that
approaches such as Control Theory might bear on the dynamics
of interaction — how interactions unfold over time. Third, we point
to new opportunities for quantitative small data approaches based
on complexity-grounded research in recent psychology, working
with individual cases, and small samples, to gain the kind of de-
tailed, localised insight which may be valuable in personal training
and tracking scenarios. Fourth, we discuss the multi-scale nature of
complex phenomena, and the challenges this poses for HCI. Finally,
we outline theoretical challenges and opportunities that come
with complexity methods: heuristics and new perspectives which
can influence design thinking and experimental design.

2 THEMES
2.1 Context: How do interactions unfold and

emerge in real contexts?
Researchers in HCI have often argued that mainstream quantitative
approaches fail to account adequately for the influence of context
and situatedness [12, 42]. In mathematical terms, one issue here is
that, as interaction contexts grow in complexity, standard equation
modelling approaches lose their effectiveness, due to the impos-
sibility of parameterising all relative aspects of the environment
[4]. Complexity science offers alternative quantitative research
paradigms which can address this issue. In HCI, Van Berkel et al.,
have investigated this direction, developing Multiple Convergent
Cross Mapping (MCMM) — an approach which allows the data
to directly determine the model, and which can be used to infer
the direction of causal effects from data captured in real-world
interaction scenarios [4].

HCI research has often turned to lab experiments, in order to
bring real-world complexity under manageable control. However,
this has some obvious drawbacks — artificial controls often di-
minish ecological validity of results, and lab experiments can be
time-intensive to conduct, limiting sample sizes compared to cap-
turing data from devices in everyday use. Even with such careful
experimental design and effective control, it can be hard to demon-
strate causality rather than correlation. For example, Van Berkel et
al. consider phone notifications: using a phone more often increases
the number of notifications, but at the same time notifications at-
tract attention, driving engagement with the phone. In situations
like this, correlation can occur without causation, and causation
may also occur in the absence of correlation [6], making standard
methods unsuitable. Complexity methods such as MCMM offer
ways of disentangling these factors and measuring both magni-
tude and direction of causality. And since the approach does not
rely on the parameterisation of all relevant aspects of the interac-
tion environment, this also supports the analysis of data captured
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"in-the-wild", allowing larger, more representative samples, and
avoiding overly artificial lab restrictions.

Complexity methodsmay also extend existing theories of context
in HCI, around embodiment and affordances. In the decades since
HCI first engaged with Gibson’s theory of affordances [18], and
Varela and Maturana’s enactivism [42], these research programs
have developed considerably, leading to the so-called 4E (Embodied,
Embedded, Extended, Enactive) approach to cognitive science. 4E
research now offers a rich resource of quantitative methodologies
for understanding complexity and dynamics in cognition, in context
[7].

These examples indicate ways in which complexity methods
may raise new questions for HCI research, and prompt new atti-
tudes to context in experimental work. They offer opportunities to
work quantitatively in-the-wild, and to focus on interaction and
adaptation, in the spirit of ethnographic approaches which have
often inspired and informed in-the-wild work. In discussing these
approaches at the workshop we encourage reflection on how com-
plexity methods might change the design of experiments in HCI,
and whether, for example in-the-wild and embodied research can
benefit from incorporating a complexity theory mindset into their
approaches.

2.2 Dynamics: How do interactions play out
over time?

Hornbæk and Oulasvirta have suggested that HCI lacks accounts
of how intentions are formed, affected, and evolved by interaction
[24]. This points to a lack of tools and theories for understanding
the dynamics of interaction. Rather than assuming the more-or-
less smooth execution of users’ action plans, approaches based
in complex dynamical systems offer theories and methodologies
for understanding how interaction arises and develops over time,
through interactions, adaptations, and the constraints of the inter-
action context.

Dynamics are a significant issue in interaction with technology,
since a user can only control what they can perceive. In principle,
we can navigate instantly in an arbitrary information space, given
a static interaction mechanism (e.g. tapping on an image on a small
screen). However, if we are dependent on the display of feedback
while pursuing our goals, there will be upper limits on the speed at
which the display can change and information be perceived. This
is especially true in cases where there is uncertainty in the user’s
mind about where to go; when they have the option to change
their goal on route; as more information becomes available. In
order to cope with this, interface designers have a long history of
hand-crafting transition effects in a case-by-case manner. Nonlinear
mouse transfer functions are long-established examples of finely-
tuned dynamic systems driven by user input.

One goal of this workshop is to investigate whether describing
the dynamics of interaction using the tools of control engineers
allows us a more consistent approach to analysing, developing
and comparing the ‘look-and-feel’ of an interface — or in control
terms, its ‘handling qualities’. Control synthesis often focuses on
the analysis of coupling among system states. Examples of such
coupling have been demonstrated on tilt-controlled interaction
with handheld devices [13, 14]. Control methods are likely to be

especially important for design for mobile devices, where sensor
noise, disturbance rejection, sensor fusion, adaptive self-calibration,
and the incorporation of models of human control behaviour are
all important research challenges.

While there are a number of well-explored approaches in HCI to
model human operator behaviour based on, e.g. device interfaces
and task-analytic models in interaction with devices, continuous
interaction, for example with tilt-controlled devices are not easily
modelled by such approaches. These interactions can be modelled
using a control-theoretic feedback loop. Manual control theory
offers a powerful and flexible approach for describing human be-
haviour and analyzing human–machine systems [35]. This theory
has been applied to modelling human behaviour and solving human
factors problems for more than 60 years [35]. For example, Niezen
and Eslambolchilar [31], describe a control-theoretic model that can
be used to model both the discrete and continuous behaviour of a
human operator in interaction with a device model of a commercial
syringe pump with chevron keys, described as a formal specifica-
tion. This case study demonstrates that it is possible to simulate
aspects of user interaction at a high resolution that compares well
to real-world data. Although such examples can be extended and
modified for different use cases and can be connected to a variety of
device models, manual control theory has been largely overlooked
outside the engineering arena.

There are also opportunities for HCI to investigate models for
flexible synchronisation between the dynamics of user and tech-
nology. One promising route here is the use of Central Pattern
Generator networks — adaptive neural networks long deployed in
robotics, and more recently in music software [3].

2.3 Small Data: Idiographic approaches
In psychology, researchers have pointed to the way complexity
methods support ‘idiographic’ or ‘small data’ approaches [28, 32],
where researchers and practitioners work with data from only one
individual, or a small number of individuals. Hasselman notes that
these approaches can bring great specificity to interventions and
understandings [22]. In contrast to this, most mainstream quantita-
tive approaches are ‘nomothetic’: they begin with large samples and
generalise rules. These approaches have most success in situations
where data is abundant, and where variation is uniform. They have
less success in dealing with outlier groups (i.e. a small group of users
with substantially different product usage), and situations dominated
by ‘long tails’, (where e.g. interaction effects in the data significantly
skew distributions away from normality). Idiographic approaches
can complement conventional approaches by supporting the rig-
orous quantitative investigation and modelling of particular cases.
They work with small 𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 , large 𝑁𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 and allow
the modelling of behaviour over time for individuals and small
groups. In HCI, such approaches may be relevant, for example, in
self-tracking, personalised digital healthcare, and working with
minority groups, and hard-to-access groups where large numbers
of participants may be difficult to recruit [2]
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2.4 Scale
As HCI begins to deal with complexity, it will be important to
consider issues of scale. Complex systems often demonstrate dis-
continuity between behaviour at different scales of observation
[30], and at times this will prompt consideration of multiple scales
of behaviour in a system, and interaction between them. Scale can
be important both in terms of time, and in terms of the number of
agents/elements. Many phenomena of interest in HCI may demon-
strate activity on multiple timescales, and in some cases it may
be useful to understand how these different time-scales interact,
for example the way communication strategies change if channels
are slower than tasks [10] or the way small delays can influence
fine-scale interaction strategies [37]. Some HCI phenomena such
as those we describe in relation to control theory, are very fine
scaled. Others such as the city-scale modelling can operate at the
level of average behaviour. However, much of HCI lives in the most
complex mid-scale regions where tacit fine-motor behaviour be-
haviour, subconscious cognition, conscious deliberation and human
interactions all have a part to play. No single process dominates:
sometimes subconscious processes apprehend faster than conscious
ones [1], sometimes subjects rely on memory where perception
would be more efficient [20], or perception may be affected by im-
plicit memory [15], sometimes devices that are easy to consciously
understand are near impossible for our motor systems and vice
versa [19]. Techniques such as multifractal analysis might be ap-
plied to gain insights into the interactions between scales in such
systems [25], but different scales may need to be treated by quite dif-
ferent modes of data capture and analysis, and it will be a necessary
and difficult task to identify adequate approaches to integrating
these different-scaled views of the system.

2.5 Theory: Concepts and Challenges
Just as in other disciplines, engagement with complexity methods
and issues in HCI seems likely to require new metaphors, heuris-
tics and metatheoretical foundations [23, 29]. The language and
ideas of complexity science may influence new ways of looking at
interaction phenomena: concepts such as phase transition, tipping
point, hysteresis, feedback, and fractality may influence heuristics
and concepts in HCI as much as they play a role in new quantita-
tive approaches. Complexity methods may also prompt significant
shifts in methodological practice, and offer new opportunities for
theory building — how can the idiographic research approaches
described above be incorporated alongside the generalised and
population-level methodologies? How can we incorporate insights
from the in-the-wild "computational ethnography" explored by Van
Berkel et al. alongside results from lab experiments and the descrip-
tive work of traditional ethnography [4]. Even greater uptake of
well-established approaches, such as Control Theory, may prompt
reflection on how thesemodels and tools can be incorporated into
design thinking and workflows.

Complexity methods may make significant contributions in em-
bodied approaches to interaction. Embodied research in HCI cur-
rently lacks quantitative methods, and in some ways has not kept
pace with developments in embodied cognitive science. In the years
since Gaver and Winograd and Flores articulated affordances and

enactivism for HCI [18, 42], embodied approaches to cognitive sci-
ence have developed and refined their theories and quantitative
methods, often through engagement with theories of complex dy-
namical systems [7, 41]. While HCI has also updated its theories
around embodiment [27], it has diverged from this research in
cognitive science. There is now an opportunity to review more
recent work in embodied and enactive cognitive science, draw
on its methodologies, and potentially harmonise theoretical posi-
tions allowing HCI to draw upon and incorporate new results and
methodologies.

The "Skilled Intentionality Framework" (SIF) for instance pro-
vides a new theoretical account of Gibsonian affordances which
draws on complex dynamical systems accounts of cognition [38],
though in common with much embodied work in HCI it also re-
tains a connection to phenomenology and qualitative, descriptive
work [21]. Gibsonian accounts of affordances have sometimes been
criticised for failing to account for "higher" cognition and the de-
sign of new affordances, but the SIF often focuses on “higher” and
creative behaviours such as architectural practice [38], and on the
creation and design of affordances [33] — issues often emphasised
in HCI’s discussions of affordances [27]. This account of affordances
contributes to a wider and more-or-less unified “radical embodied”
program in cognitive science [7, 41], applying theories of complex
dynamical systems to elucidate and update the insights of Gibson,
Varela and others. This framework might offer a strong theory-
building foundation for qualitative and quantitative embodied re-
search in HCI. It may support a move away from the “overwhelming
tendency [of HCI researchers] to understand interaction as one-sided
— as channelling and realisation of human intentions through a com-
puter” [24], and towards an understanding of agency grounded not
(only) in the individual, but in emergence during embodied, social,
behaviour, in context [9, 26, 39].

Finally, engagement with complexity accounts of behaviour may
support a shift in emphasis away from the behaviour of individual
components — humans, computers — instead viewing components
and their interactions as co-constructed inside a broader interac-
tional system [8]. As substrates or mediums for interactions, digital
systems play a critical role in the co-construction of agency and
meaning. A complexity perspective may help us to understand the
kinds of agency and social understanding that a given system en-
ables or co-determines. How does a given system frame intentions,
agency and interactions, and support their co-emergence? What is
prevented from developing? How do the systems incorporate dis-
agreements, interactions with significantly misunderstood others,
or neurodiversity [16]. Finally how can users participate in complex
systems, appropriate them, and contribute to their development.
How far can the separate roles of user and creator be brought to-
gether, giving the possibility for users to fully participate in the
development of those components that mediate their subjectivity?
How far can such appropriability go? [36]

3 PRE-WORKSHOP PLANS
We will broadly advertise the workshop to different communities of
researchers and practitioners. This will include posting announce-
ments to distribution lists as CHI-ANNOUNCEMENTS and social
media, such as Twitter and Facebook. We will send targeted email
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invitations to leading researchers in different academic institu-
tions inviting them to participate and with a request to distrib-
ute the announcement within their organisations. Our website
https://emergentinteraction.github.io/ hosts our Call for partici-
pation, information about the workshop’s organisers, news and
announcements, and paper submission instructions. This website
will also host participants’ finalised workshop submissions prior
to, and after the workshop.

3.1 Paper Submission and Review Procedure
Submissions will be divided for review among the workshop or-
ganisers and invited reviewers. Reviews will be based on quality
and relevance to the themes of the workshop. After discussion
of all submissions, successful submissions will be invited to the
workshop. At this point (after selection, to avoid fear of biasing
acceptance) participants will be asked to express any accessibility
concerns which might mar participation for them so that we can
address them appropriately. Beyond the quality and relevance of
submissions, we will aim to ensure an interdisciplinary and bal-
anced group of researchers in this field. We will solicit widely and
internationally for contributions to the workshop. We intend for
15-20 participants at the workshop. This will both support the in-
teractivity of the networking activities and also reflect the growing
relevance and potential of Complexity methods across a range of
HCI sub-disciplines.

3.2 The fortnight before the workshop
This workshop aims to foster effective interdisciplinary collabo-
ration around complexity methods within HCI: bringing together
challenges and methodologies that might not otherwise come into
contact with one another. As such, our one-day workshop will focus
on meetings and interactions between the participants, including
the panel, while also allowing researchers a brief time to present
their own work.

To support this, while avoiding video-call burnout, we will com-
bine asynchronous with the synchronous aspects described below.
To help participants familiarise themselves with one-anothers’ work
and interests ahead of the workshop, participants will prepare a
short (c 1.5-2 min) presentation and record it in time to upload to
e.g. YouTube a fortnight before the workshop. Links to these will be
shared among all participants, alongside submitted papers to allow
them to familiarise themselves with the other participants’ work. A
Slack or Discord group for the workshop will open at the same time,
to allow participants to discuss each others’ papers and interests,
ask questions and self-select discussion groups for activities at the
workshop. We will provide a system for this group-selection (to be
determined).

4 WORKSHOP STRUCTURE - ON THE DAY
The workshop will be held on Zoom, using an organiser’s institu-
tional account, and will make use of captioning for hard-of-hearing
users. The workshop has been scheduled so as to minimise disrup-
tion across a range of time-zones, supporting broad participation
across US West, US East, Europe, Asia, Australia, and to fall within
normal working hours for the conference’s host country, Japan.
Presentations in the second half of the conference will be recorded,

to allow tired participants in US timezones to review later. When
combined with post-workshop discussion activities on our Slack,
we hope this will allow good participation for as many as possible.
Introductions and sessions will each be chaired by different mem-
bers of the organising committee to provide different perspectives.
The second half of the conference (Group Presentations and Panel
Talk) will be streamed on YouTube to support wider participation
and questions.

Below is a preliminary schedule - to be taken as an example, and
subject to change.

05:30-06:00 (UTC+1): Introduction - A brief introduction. We
outline the workshop’s schedule, its goals, introduce the panel. We
also give an overview of the collaborative tools we’ll be using, and
an introduction to some material to guide discussion.

06:00-07:00: Group Discussion: in around 4 small groups, se-
lected in pre-workshop activities. This will focus on defining key
challenges and opportunities around Complexity in HCI. Discus-
sion will be supported by a collaborative sketching tool such as
Google Jamboard, and groups will create posters for presentation
after the lunch break

07:00-07:20: 20 minute break
07:20-08:20: Group Presentations of posters, presenting the

issues and ideas which arose in discussion. Each presentation will
begin with a brief introduction to each member of the group. 10
minutes presentation, 5 minute Q&A per group.

08:20-08:40: 20 minute Break
08:40-09:55: Panel Discussion Invited panel members will

give brief 5 minute presentations, then conduct a discussion on
issues around complexity in HCI, addressing themes that arose in
the group presentations.

09:55-10:00: Announcements and close

5 POST WORKSHOP PLANS
The results of the workshop will be summarised and published
on the workshop’s website. The posters developed by participants
during the workshop, and the panel-discussion will be linked on the
project website and via social media to provoke further discussion
in the community. Participants will also be invited to revise, develop,
and submit extended versions of their position papers, based on
their discussions at theworkshop. If the quality of these submissions
is sufficient we will invite participants to author a joint review of
the field as a journal article (e.g., CHI, TOCHI, IJHCS, HCI journal).
The Slack group will be maintained after the event to allow future
collaborations and sharing of datasets, code, and best practices,
and to act as a focus for a reading group on complexity in Human-
Computer Interaction.

6 ORGANISERS
The workshop has a broad international group of organisers, includ-
ing established researchers, and younger perspectives; researchers
with interests in HCI, control theory, cognitive science, linguistics
and computational interaction.

Daniel Bennett is a PhD researcher at Bristol Interaction Group
with Oussama Metatla and Anne Roudaut. His PhD work focuses
on applying dynamical-systems methods from 4E cognitive science

https://emergentinteraction.github.io/
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to understand technology use. He is also interested in generative
dynamical systems models for musical interaction.

Alan Dix is an author, researcher, and university professor, spe-
cialising in human–computer interaction. Dix is currently the Direc-
tor of the Computational Foundry at Swansea University, Wales. A
mathematician by training, his work has included applying formal
methods and statistics in HCI as well as many other areas including
creativity and physical design.

Parisa Eslambolchilar is currently a Reader inHuman–Computer
Interaction (HCI) at Cardiff University and leads the Complex Sys-
tems Research Group and the Human Factors Technology Research
Priority Area at the School. Her research interests include HCI,
ubiquitous computing, and designing interactive systems to sup-
port self-reflection, self-monitoring, feedback (audio, haptic, visual,
and soma), persuasion, immersion, and navigation.

Feng Feng is a Research Associate at University of Eastern
Finland andMicrosurgery centre in Kuopio University Hospital. She
has a background in both Industrial Design and Cognitive Science.
Her interests include embodied cognition, multi-sensory perception,
Human-Computer-Interaction and Human-Robot-Interaction, and
the development of multi-sensory technologies.

Tom Froese is head of Head of Okinawa’s Embodied Cognitive
Science Unit. A cognitive scientist with a background in computer
science and complex systems, he applies diverse methods to investi-
gate the interactive basis of life and mind. He is particularly known
for his contributions in artificial life and the enactive approach to
cognitive science.

Vassilis Kostakos is Professor of Human-Computer Interaction
at University of Melbourne. His research interests include ubiqui-
tous computing (Ubicomp), human-computer interaction (HCI),
social computing, Internet of Things.

Sébastien Lerique is a Postdoctoral Scholar in cognitive science
at Okinawa’s Embodied Cognitive Science Unit, with interests in
the role of embodiment in interactions, complex systems, and the
emergence of language.

Niels vanBerkel is anAssistant Professor at theHuman-Centered
Computing Group (HCC) at Aalborg University. His research inter-
ests lay in Human-Computer Interaction, Social Computing, and
Ubiquitous Computing. In particular, he has focused on self-report
studies, crowdsourcing, and Human-AI interaction.

7 CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
The study of Complex Dynamical Systems is a topic of growing
importance across human centred disciplines, from economics and
sociology to psychology and healthcare. The theories and methods
of Complexity Science are driving significant progress in the under-
standing of phenomena driven by interaction between components.
They have opened up new quantitative approaches in embodied
cognitive science, and methods for inferring causal patterns in com-
plex social networks and ecosystems. The goal of this workshop
is to begin a discussion on the contribution these techniques can
make in HCI, both methodological and theoretical, as outlined in
the Key Topics below.

Potential participants should submit a 4 to 8 page long position
paper (including references), in the CHI Extended Abstracts Format,
that addresses at least one of the key topic(s)of the workshop. The
paper should also include a statement on the potential goals of

their research and the problem(s) it aims to address. Please read our
workshop proposal paper (above) for more information. Submission
will be via EasyChair. For more information contact complexity.
chi@gmail.com.

We will select papers based on relevance, quality, and diversity.
At least one author of each accepted position paper must attend the
workshop and all participants must register for both the workshop
and for at least one day of the conference.

7.1 Key Topics
• Application of methods and approaches from complexity
science and dynamical systems theory to problems in HCI

• Drawing connections between existing HCI approaches and
accounts in complexity theory, dynamical systems and enac-
tivism

• Applications of Control Theory and other dynamical ap-
proaches to help understand users and design systems

• Discussion of what HCI can learn from recent work on dy-
namical and enactivist approaches to cognitive science?

• Methodological or theoretical contributions from complexity
theory, dynamical systems theory, drawn from other disci-
plines, such as control theory, enactivist cognitive science,
computational social science

• Issues raised by the application of complexity methods in
HCI

• Software and other tools to support researchers in applying
complexity methods in HCI
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